Net Changes to School Zones 2015-16 : SF MS

From: MCNAIR MS
To: BEAR CREEK MS

From: SANDTOWN MS
To: RENAISSANCE MS

From: RENAISSANCE MS
To: CAMP CREEK MS

From: CAMP CREEK MS
To: MCNAIR MS

From: CAMP CREEK MS
To: WOODLAND MS

From: WOODLAND MS
To: PAUL D WEST MS

From: BEAR CREEK MS
To: RENAISSANCE MS

From: CAMP CREEK MS
To: MCNAIR MS

From: MCNAIR MS
To: BEAR CREEK MS

Sources: Esri, DeLorme, HERE, USGS, Intermap, increment P Corp., NRCAN, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri (Thailand), TomTom